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Glendale Quality Stenographic

Workshop

310 Eagle Building

T. C. EISEN, Prop.

Don't Forget:

Remember the 25c wide half-pint bottle of BEECHAMS PILLS

Largest Tablets of the World.

Stomach and Nervous Troubles .

Get your order today.

STEAMBOAT STRIKE

HAS ECHO IN SALEM

Rocks Thrown at Deckhands of Granaoa As They Enter Dock Shed

The large order which has led up to the strike all along the Pacific coast has again been given expression in Oregon on the North Coast, and the strike has spread to the Willamette River. TheSection of the dockhands at Astoria were reported on strike as they marched into the town.

The deckhands at Astoria had been working under a contract that expired last week, and they refused to work. The men entered the workhouse where the strike was being held and then continued on to the dock, where they refused to work. The strike has spread to the Willamette River, and the men have refused to work. The strike has caused a great loss to the company, and the company has been forced to reduce wages.

OLD PARTIES OILING YOUNG DEBUTANTE

Republican Speakers Woo But Lady Insists on Pre-Nuptial Contract

Chicago, June 1-Hundreds by thousands and women all over the country are watching with interest as steam rises from the age-old question of the pre-nuptial contract. Republican speakers are being heard to-day, but the women are more interested.

Lodge on Beethoven

Chicago, June 1-The women's committee on the pre-nuptial contract is composed of Republicans and Democrats, but the Republicans are leading the fight.

Lodge at Washington

Pittsburgh, June 1-Republican speakers are being heard to-day, but the women are more interested.

Watching the Scoreboard

Pacific Coast League Standings

Yesterday's Results

As plated by the San Francisco, San Francisco, A. Vernon 1-0.

Today's Games:

Seattle at Los Angeles, 1-0: Los Angeles at Seattle, 0-0

ROW OVER AGENCY FOR PORD IN EUGENE

Purchase By Vick Brothers of Salem Came of Hesitation

The Eugene Daily Register was morning at the Portland offices of R. C. Vick on June 16. Vick was a member of the firm of Vick Bros., and was at the time the publisher of the Portland Oregonian.

The Register is the only Oregon newspaper that is owned by a woman, and it is one of the few in the United States that is owned by a woman. The Register has been published for 30 years, and it is the only daily newspaper in Oregon that is owned by a woman.

The Register is the only Oregon newspaper that is owned by a woman, and it is one of the few in the United States that is owned by a woman. The Register has been published for 30 years, and it is the only daily newspaper in Oregon that is owned by a woman.

Ritchie Got Decision Over Grammar Last Night

Prohibition was given a material victory last night when the Massachusetts Supreme Court decided that the sale of alcoholic beverages in the state is illegal.

The court ruled that the sale of alcoholic beverages is illegal in the state, and that the violation of the law is punishable by a fine of $500 and imprisonment for up to one year.

The decision was a material victory for the prohibition movement, and it is expected to have a great effect on the sale of alcoholic beverages in the state. The decision will also have an effect on the sale of alcoholic beverages in other states, and it is expected to have a great effect on the sale of alcoholic beverages in the United States.